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.Xavier's · attritio·n rate 
fol lows national average 
By BOB WILKING · Some 'students leave Xavier and missions office may have to work 
New• Si•ff Wrtl•r then return iater to complete their harder to recruit more students· to 
. The attrition rate at Xavier, or the education. This factor is not taken replace the old ones and to keep pre-
rate ofstudents who start but do not into account in the attrition rate, and sent students here, possibly requir-
:finish here, is around average for the thus the rate for Xavier may not be . ing more funds to the admissions of-
nation, according to Rene Durand, as high- as believed. A s1,1rvey focus- fice to keep up this task. Loss of 
·Director of Admissions. The figures ing on the freshman class of 1970 will students often results in the loss of 
how that the national average attri- be unde,rtaken shortly within the ad- good individuals who contribute to 
·on rate of between 17 - 19% is just missions office to look. into the the Xavie'r community. It also hurts 
bout the average for Xavier for the reasons of why students of that the image of Xavier within the com-
. st ten years. In addition, a greater group left, and to find out. what munity when former dissatisfied 
rcentage of students are staying degree returnees play on the attrition students speak of their problems to 
ith one college for their first four rate. others. 
·ars, 48%, than at any period within - . The goal at Xavier in regards to at- Durand believes that Xavier 
e _last ten years. · trition is not to try to retain every ought' to be somewhat below the 
The reasons students give for leav- student who is thinking of leaving, national attrition rate, since it is a 
'g Xavier ~re not always specific according to Durand. "I don't want smaller college with ~ greater 
d ·clear. Mr. Durand said that to retain everyone here who is think- student-.teacher relationship than 
any students say .their reason!!.are ing of leaving who's goals or career most colleges. 
ancial, but often do not reveal the opportunities are not available here, Durand said that Xavier is just in 
hole problem. "Students who come but for those whom Xavier could do the beginning stages of analyzing the 
''ere and discuss the situation with something about.n He said. that his attrition problem. In the future 
'
1
• e often say that their reasons are goal is to achieve a certain "fit" Xavier wiH be sending represen-
.· ancial, but after discussing it between the 'school and the student . bl tatives nationwide to share pro ems 
rt.her with them I many times find so as to make the student more com- and discuss solutions in regards to 
.t that finances is only one part of patible with the surroundings at attrition. He hopes to· develop 
" problem." Durand believes that Xavier. · · . further student interviews to deter-
. vier. has a good financial Several things result when a stu- mine their.reasons for leaving and to 
istam:e prqgrain and thus tends to dent leaves Xavier. First of all, some try to help them witli their problem. 
ieve that money is not as great a ·sttid_ents ·are better off leaving in 
.oblem as students_ may· suspect. . • cases where the st~dent is not pleas- If you are. having problems_ with 
Students often leave for reasons ed .with his or her major and wishes Xavier and are considering leaving, 
her than tuition, such as a di~lik~. to pl.m~~e something. not . offered · yo ti- are. e1,1courage_d to. contiu;t the 
dorm conditions, a good job offer- here. · ·admissions office arid ·discuss your 
g, or·to· choose a career major not - · Loss of students results in a loss of situation with Mr. Durand or 
f~red at Xavier. tuition, fees, and board. The ad- someone_ else. · 
iolators damage tennis courts, 
f n ~.~G G~=.~ u If! t,!.?..~.~dva~ ... ~ .J ~v! ~dre :!!~~! ... 
, . N 1 .. 11 wrti warm weather spell. The courts, donated to X. U. at a 
, · •• ., Habash replied that not only were cost of $72.000, will be re-opened on 
,.. ·Recent complaints concerning the violators destroying the fence March 7. Until that ti~e, and ass1'm- . 
operation of the North Campus Lot around the courts, . but_ also the · lng clear weather conditions prevail, 
·tennis courts have become in- courts themselves. The Laykold atten:da~ts will keep them open dur-
creasingly more frequent, Xavier finish on the courts is extremely ex- ing the daylight hours from 12:00 
News contacted Matt Habash, pensive and damages quite easily, a.m. to 6:00 p.m., seven days a week. 
coordinator for the courts, for his even by the banging of a racquet The courts will not be open ifthere is 
response to student questions con- upon its surface~ Moisture makes the no attendant. 
cerning time and rules of court courts even · more susceptible to . Regular hours beginning on the 
operation and the recent security ex- damage amt thus the · restrictions seventh will be from 12:00 a.m. to 
pulsion of some who had climbed against play on them when thP.!'e is 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday 
siu·dent ·Gov. elections 
to be held March-17 __ 18 
Student government elections p.m., friday, March 11. There will 
will be held March 17 and 18. be a designated spot at the lnfor-
Xa vier undergraduates, except matign Desk' to return the 
seniors, will. choose. a new Presi- ·. · petitions. AU_·. petitions' must be 
dent and V1ce-Pres1dent for the returned·to this spot, or they may 
coming year. Besides these two not be received and counted; . ' 
positions, eight student ~enate · . A meeting for all candidaJ,es will 
seats will be up for election. be held in the O.K.I. room, Sunday 
Also in this election, four night, March 13 at 7 p.m. This 
positions are open in the Univer- meeting will explain all campaign 
sity senate. Two students must be rules and procedures. 
elected who are in the Arts and ••••••••••••••• 
Sciences (one commuter and one . ~ere will be an inte".lllhiP for 
dorm student), and two students in · Student Government pnor to the_ 
the Business school (also one com- "lections. It is open to all students 
muter aild a dorm student). who wish to learn how Student 
Other positions available are: a Government operates and the 
president, vice-president, and two posi!ions a~ailable in t~e up-
representatives of each class, coming elections. There will be a 
(freshman; sophomore, · and general meeting Sunday, March.8, 
junior); and the commuterco~nciL at 7 .p.m. in th~ 0. ~·I. R~om: 
The council consists of a president, Specifics and topics will be decided 
vice-president, secretary. treasurer·, at this meeting., If you cannot at-. 
and four representatives. tend this meeting but wish to par-
Petitions for candidacy will be ticipate · pl_ease contact: Julie 
made available at 9 a.m. Friday, Q'Donoghue, 74S-347S, or Matt 
March 4. They can be picked up at Habash, 74S-390S. So students _if 
the Information Desk. The you want to know what .. Student 
petitions must be turned in by 6 Government is all about be there. 
and from 10:00 a.m. to 11 :00 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday. 
New and important rules will also 
be in effect when the courts do re-
open. When there is rain or any large 
accumulation of water on the courts, 
they will be closed. Small puddles 
will be cleared first by attendants 
before play can begin. The courts are 
open only to 1.0. carrying·students, 
faculty and staff. The 1.0. is man-
da~ory and players will be prohibited 
from use ofthe courts without' it. 
A reservation system will be es-
tablished to facilitate maximum use. 
. A board detailing reierved hours will 
be erected· in the University Center. 
A student wishing to reserve a court 
may check for a free time period and 
call 3208 or 3209, O'Connor Sports 
Complex office, and reserve it for his 
party. This must be done at least one 
day ·prior to the desired reserved 
date. Should a student wish to play 
the same day he decides upon and 
has made no prior reservation, he· 
must go to the courts themselves and 
be admitted by the attendant, assum-
ing there is.a free court a~d time slot. 
All resen:ations will be for one hour 
at.'a time. 
Anyone having questions may call . 
3208 or 3209. Problems or com'-
plaints ·may be directed to Matt 
Habash at 3906. 
Sl•ff Pholo IJy RICK BEAGLE 
Archbishop Bernardin addressed himself to the "negatively neutral" 
culture, secularization, abortion, and ordination of women in a talk 
given Tuesday, February 22 at Xavier. 
: ... 
Bernardin. doe·s not 
' . ' f . ' d. t• -~ ___ ,;o~rs!_~e .... o.r .. tna ion 
of _women_ priests 
, By SHANNON FLYNN 
M•n•glng Edllor 
Rev. Joseph L. Bernardin, Arch., 
bishop of Cincinnati and President 
of the National Conference of 
Catholic Bishops .spoke Tuesday 
night, Feb. 22, in the Xavier theatre. 
Archbishop Bernardin was the guest 
speaker of the O'Brien Seminar 
Series. Bernardin addressed himself 
to the challenge of the contemporary 
church, followed by a dialogue with 
the audience. 
Bernardin quoted Kenneth A. 
Briggs, Religion Editor of the New 
York Times, who characterized the 
state of the Church today as "quit>t 
· alarm." There exists a situation of 
religious anxiety surrounded by a 
culture which he describes as 
"negatively neutral." The seculariza-
tion of. society and culture causes 
conflicts for Christians. The general 
·cultural condition in America, ac-
cording to Bernardin, is "cultural 
hostility to transcendant . religion;'' 
This situation is reflected by a 19% 
decline in Mas_s attendance over the 
past 10 years, and the Supreme 
Court rulings on abortion. 
· Concerning aboriton, .• BCrnardin · 
str~ssed. the Church's responsibility 
to uphold the dignity of human life 
and values of huinan rights. Bernar-. 
din said the Church is "strongly and· 
publically committed" . to its stand 
against abortion. Objections to this 
vocal committment express "the im-
plicit assumption that the Church 
has .nothing responsible to say on a 
secular issue'," 
He continued that law has an 
educative effect . and legal ·sanc-
tioning of abortion infers that it is 
morally permissable. Bernardin 
noted '.'this is the pragmatic morality 
of a secularized society." Bernardin 
commented during the dialogue "I 
believe. it ts a human rights issue." 
Bernardin concluded his prepared 
speech by expressing.his confidence 
in the future of the Church. "It is the 
responsibility of the Church to look 
at .the signs of the times an_d interpret 
them in light of Christ's teachings in 
the gospel." . 
Questions from the audience 
focused on specific issues: the efforts . 
of the Church concerning the Black 
·community, abortion, the 
Archbishop;s meetings with Presi-
' dent Carter and former President. 
Ford, the ordination of women. 
The Archbishop stated he· does 
not foresee the ordination of women 
into the priesthood. Bernardin 
declared that this judgment is not a · 
sociological or cultural one, ·but is 
derived from the "normative tradi-
tion" of the.Church. This view can-
not be proved- through Scripture, 
however, Bernardin concurs with 
Pope Paul VI, that this normative 
tradition is a factor to be taken into 
account in this matter .. Bernardin 
does not think the Church will alter 
Bernardin to page 8 
Appli.cants · 
wanted.for 
.. edito-rship_ 
· Applications for the position of 
Editor-in-Chief of the Xavier News 
will be accepted until S p.m., March 
2S. Those who wish to become can-
didates for this position stiould 
secure a copy of the "Guidelines for 
the . Preparation of . an Editorial 
Policy for the X. U. News" at the In-
formation Desk in the University 
Center. These Guidelines will assist 
· the applicants in preparing an 
.editorial policy which must be sub-
mitted with a letter of application. 
The letter of application should 
specify the candidate's qualifications 
for the edil:>rship: The application 
materials (ten copies) should be 
returned to the Information Desk, 
addressed to the Programs and 
Publications Committee. Applicant 
interviews will •be conducted by the 
. Programs and publications Com-
mittee on April 6, 3 p.m. 
"Flom. my . Comer" 
.. , 
' 
I 
• 
Poet 
Howard 
lo give 
reading 
L._ ____________ ,.;._ __________ __,.J 
Richard Howard. poetry editor 
of The American Review, critic. 
and distinguished poet himself, will 
give a reading of his poetry Friday, 
.March 4 at 1 :30 p.m., in the Cash 
Room of the Logan Building. 
are included in Howard's work. It 
is characterized by . clarity · and 
accessibility. 
lly MIKE McCORMICK 
..... Guell Wrll9r . . 
Study abroad has always appealed 
to me during my school career but it 
was. only through·• participation In 
Xavier's Austria Study Program 
that this notion became a reality · 
which has proven to be the greatest 
experience of my life; · · · 
Austria: a great 
experie~ce relived 
Howard's poetic works, as 
characterized by his friend Chuck 
Bolton, lecturer of English at 
Xavier. ~rive from the narrative 
and dramatic traditions. The 
poems rely heavily ·on the spoken 
medium and when read aloud, are 
transformed' into a type of theatre 
piece. 
·Howard's most acknowledged 
book is Subjects, published in 1969 
and given the Natio.nal Book 
Award, among others. His mos~ re-· 
.cent publication, Fellow Feelings, 
1976, summarizes many of th$ con-
cerns he has always treated. Bolton 
· explains, "Richard is interested in 
mutations and transformations of 
things. He loves to worry the 
paradoxes of surfaces." 
If wai in the summer of 1975 that I 
first encountered Strobl, · a small 
village located. on lake Wolfgang in 
the scenic area of Austria known as 
·the Salzkommergut. In this beautiful 
area lies the campus of The Summer 
School of the University of Vienna 
and for six weeks every year. 
students from all over the world 
gather. 
School exceptionally hospitable and employment as a tennis instructor 
on many occasions I was able to stay and was later hired to teach three 
at the homes offellow students. This weekly English courses at a language 
opportunity gave me a much more school located in Vienna. With this 
personal impr.ession of the various income I was a~le to find suitable liv-
countries. · . ing quarters, eat" well, and experience 
As I returned to Xavier for. the . four months of discovery and enjoy- . 
Spring Serr.ester and began assisting ment in this one-time center· of the ,_. 
Dr. Beigel with the program for the Hapsburg Monarchy. As a city,'·· 
;J:; 
Many of tl_te elements of drama 
The reading is sponsored by 
Xavier's department of English. 
.Piper has new ·look, 
stress ''laid-· back'' 
mellow atmosphere 
By MARGO NOBIS drew a sketch from his idea and add-
,.... ltelf Writer ed some changes of their own. They · 
This semester there will be a new didn't paint over the old mural of 
look at the Pied Piper. Recently,. super hero cartoon characters, but 
members of the house along with instead nailed dry wallto the cement 
some dorm students and commuters, and drew the new mural, a medieval 
have been remodeling the coffee mountain village. It will be done in 
house. All the work is being done by earth tones to add to the quiet at-
students and for the mo~t part mosphere. The last two murals 
money for the improvements came didn't really tie in; they had a 60's 
from profits from the coffee house theme and were rather haphazard. 
and out of the pockets of Pied Piper They needed to be changed to fit in 
residents. with the new mellow surroundings. 
According to Larry Visnic, one of Visnic added that the electricity is 
three ~ople currently living at the bad ai:id needs improving. The work 
Pied Piper, they tried to improve the has been executed mainly by 
image of the coffee house and give it students. A new amplifier was in-
a purist atmosphere. h tended to be stalled and a new microphone was 
rowdy in the past, but this year added. They felt. that these changes 
they've b'7'! trying to get better ~cts were necessary if they were to draw 
and mus1c1ans a:!d. are g~armg better acts~ The type of acts they 
towards a more laid back and , would like to get are quiet musicians 
mellow atmosphere where people and some comedy. Visnic feels' that 
can be with their· friends. "Xavier they have really good performers 
students are worth it," Visnic com- even though most are not 
mented. "~t's a place ~here people professionals. "I think we get some 
can come m and relax. of the best local talent for the price 
Xavier, which is the only Univer-
sity officially cooperating with the 
Summer School of Vienna has so far 
sent a total of 51 students to Austria 
over the past three summers, and due 
to the increasing popularity of the 
program the group size has increased 
every year. 
All students begin each day with a 
class in German. For many like 
myself it was the first German 
language course. The remainder of 
the morning is filled with various lec-
.tures in English· in International 
Relations, Social Sciences and 
Liberal Arts. After a noon meal 
which in Austria and most of Europe 
is the main meal of the day, many 
students retire to one of the school's 
two private swimming areas for an 
afternoon of swimming, sailing, or 
simply .enjoying the be!luty of the 
mountains. Others may take a walk 
through 1he town and enjoy a beer or 
· cup of coffee at one of Strobl's out-
door sidewalk coffee houses. 
The school offers a variety of 
evening activities including guest 
speakers, entertainment and a 
number of memorabld · evenings 
spent learning Austrian folk.dance~';'· 
Sailing on Wolfgangsee, at Strobl, site of the Austrian Study Program 
summer of 1976,. memories of 
Austria quickly returned. · 
Vienna offers a great deal culturally 
and one can't help participating in 
the many varieties of culture it 
offers. 
:£ 
:-? 
"' 
Earlier in the year, they began by range. I'm really impressed with 
expanding the "Back Shelr' to in- some of the people we get." They 
elude herbal teas, cider, and cookies. strive for a well-rounded, fully enter-
Weekerid excursions include: a 
visit to Salzburg and the famous 
Salzburg Festival, The White Horse 
Inn in St. Wolfgang and other local 
areas popularized by the film the 
Sound of Music. After the first three 
weeks of classes a three-day tripjo 
VienQa, the capital of Austria, is also · 
planned for the students. On::the 
final Thursday evening, a traditi~~al 
Returning to Strobl, having a 
chance to renew old friendships, and 
the pleasure of meeting an entirely 
new group of students proved to be 
just as enjoyable the second time 
around .. Despite the fact that the 
Summer School itself was already 
familiar to me, a totally new group of 
students provided an opportunity 
for new friendships and experiences. 
Due to Vienna's central European·' 
location, weekend trips can be taken. 
. Formerly, everything served was taining show. The three acts should 
free, but now they ask a slight dona- have separate identities, but .have 
tion for s·ome items because of cost. some continuity. , 
The coffee ,house is on a very limited One problem they've had with per- · 
budget and any profit they do make formances is noise. Visnic said they 
comes from ·a donation box at the like to draw a lot of people, but 
door. But as Visnic explained, the prefer that attention be focused on 
coffee house is more of a service; it is the performer. To facilitate this, they 
not sponsored for profit. · made it more of a concert structure 
One of the improvements being by having breaks between the acts 
made is repainting. The paint was allowing time for people to talk and 
provided by maintenance because it mingle with their friends. It's distrac-
was considered a house improve- ting to the performers if people don't 
ment. However, a new mural is being remain seated _and keep quiet. 
painted and the money fo.r it came On March 5 the coffee house will 
from profit. The idea for the new re-open displaying its new at-
mural came· from Joe Kasak and mosphere. ·~Lare" will be the 
then Monica and Veronica Kessling featured group. 
SATURDAY ~ 
CPA Review, Mezzanin'e, 12 - I ~ 
Free t:niversity, Regis, 2 - 4 
Fonsball Tournament, Tuckers, 9-1 
Men's 8.8;, Dayton, 8 p.m., F:H. 
Old Timers Night in Armory 
after game. Sponsored by Jr. class 
& Cheerleaders 
SUNDAY 
Gamma Phi Meetln1, Regis; IO - I 
Student Govt. Internship Meetin1, 
O.K.1., 7:30 
·candlelight. dinner takes place, ~.nd 
the official closing ceremonies where 
diplomas and certificates are·award-
ed are.held on Friday. 
Having decided to remain in Eu-
rope for the Fall Semester of my 
Sophomore .year, J ·began my first 
tour of Western Europe, visiting 
seven countries over a period of two 
months .. 
Some of the major cities I visited 
included Vienna, Paris, Rome, 
Venice, and Munich·, the .site of the 
world famous Oktoberfest:-1 found 
the students from ·the Summer 
Men's B.B. Miami, 8 p.m. F.H. 
As the six weeks passed a second 
time, many of my friends, like myself 
one year before, decided to use the 
month in between the closing of the 
Summer School and the opening of 
Xavier for travel -in Europe. 
Having become interested in · 
Austria, its people and culture, I 
decided to look for employment in 
Vienna and remain in Austria until 
Christmas. 
·With the assistance of friends I 
··had met" in Strobl, I was a.ble to find 
THU.RSDAY 
Careers, Regis, 8:30 - S 
Art Display, University Center Lob-
by,.all day · 
Motorsports Club Meetinl, ·Breen 
Lodge Garage, 4:00 
Foosball Tournament,· Tucker's, 
8 - 12 p.m. · 
TUESDAY 
to surrounding cities and countries · I . 
including eastern countries such as''. ·.1:. 
Hungary, Czechoslovakia or.";i 
Rumania. "' 
A lot had taken place since my· 
first trip in Dr. Beigel's office in-
quiring about the Austria Program. 
If you feel you would like to benefit 
from a slimmer spent in Austria, Dr. 
Biegel can ·be contacted in Room 
104A, Alter Hall. Phone: 745-3665 
or 221-0846 (after IO p.m.). He is in. 
his office Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday · from 3 to 5 p.m. and 
welcomes all interested students. If 
yhou are interested, act quiCkly, 
because the program is limited to 25 
students. Down payment is due by·' 
March 1'i. 
FRIDAY 41··":,! 
Careers, Regis, 8 - 4:30 ~ 
Art Display, University Center Lob-
by, all day 
Economic Department Student 
Presentations, Terrace, I :30 - 4 
Tucker's Greaser 50's Night, 9 - I 
p.m. 
WEDNESDAY 
Mini-Band Concert in 
Theatre. I - 3:30 p.m. 
the 
Military Ball, Cafeteria, 8:30 · 
1:00 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~A;ss;o;ci;at;e;E;di;to;rs~.P~e;g;C;o;nn;e;lly:,;L;isa;_M~.M;a;e;ch;l·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::==i-. 
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''.~ARTS & '-ENTERTAINMENT 
PBS to b.roadcast 
film adaptatio-fzs of 
"major short stories 
Beginning April S, PBS will begin 
broadcasting a series of films entitled 
"The American Short Story." Fund-
ed by the National Endowment for 
the Humanities, and produced by 
Learning in Focus, Inc., the series 
will feature nine films in six broad-
casts, adaptations to the screen of 
short stories by major American 
authors. 
In this series are: 
F. Scott Fitzgerald's "Bernice 
Bobs Her Hair." Shot on location in 
Savannah, Georgia, and directed by 
Joan Micklin Silver (Hester Street), 
"Bernice" stars Shelly Duvall; Bud 
Cort (Harold and Maude), and 
Angela Cartwright. 
Sherwood Anderson's "I'm a · 
Fool." Starring Ron Howard ("Hap-
py Days"), written by Ron Cowen 
(Summertree), directed by Noel 
Black (Pretty Poison). 
Ernest Hemingway's "Soldier's. 
Home." Written by Robert Geller, 
directed by. Robe~t Young (not Mar-· 
cus Welby), featuring Nancy 
Marchand and Richard Backus .. 
'i'. :u_ijlaard Wrlaht's "Almos' ·a 
1\, ~-· ' • Ma~;~ · Written . by Obie-award 
winnef:Leslie Lee, direc:ited by Stan 
. ·:.:<-· .. , . . 
Lathan, featuring LeVar Burton 
(Roots) and Madge Sinclair. 
Ambrose Bierce's "Parker Adder· 
son, Philosopher." Written and 
directed by Arthur Barron, starring 
Harris Yulin and Douglass Watson. 
Henry James' "The Jolly Corner." 
Filmed on location in Brooklyn and 
Manhattan, written and directed by 
Arthur Barron, starring Fritz 
Weaver and Salome·Jens. 
Stepllen Crane's "The Blue 
Hotel." Written by Harry M. 
Petrakis and directed by Jan Kadar 
(Lies My Father Told Me, The Shop .. 
on Main Street). 
Flannery· O'Connor's "The Dis· 
placed Person." Filmed on the 
O'Connor farm in Milledgeville, 
Georgia, the teleplay is by Horton 
Foote (To Kill a Mockingbird). 
Directed by Glenn. Jordan (the "Ben 
Franklin" series), featuring Irene 
·Worth, John Houseman,. ~hirley 
Stoler, Lane Smith and Robert Earl 
Jones. 
John Updike's "The Music 
School." Written and .directed by 
John Korty ("The Autobiography of 
Miss Jane Pittman"),·stal'ring Ron 
Weyand ... 
Emmylou Harris Leo Kottke 
Ross Todd Productions, in cooperation with WEBN and the Xavier Concert Committee, will present 
Leo Kottke and Emmylou Harris in concert at Schmidt Fieldhouse next Friday, March 11, at 8 p.m. 
Harris recently won a Grammy aware'· as best female .country vocalist. Kottke is a virtuoso guitarist, 
creating intricate arrangements of traditional and contemporary songs, as well as his original material for 
six and twelve-string guitar. 
Tickets are $6 in advance, $7 the day of the show, and are available at the booth across from the Grill on 
the ground floor of the University Center. 
Pl.aye.rs ·to present Mol iere's ·Learned Ladles 
The Xavier University Players will 
present their spring production, 
Moliere~s The Learned Ladies, 
March II, 12;18and 19at8:00p.m., 
and March 13 and 19 at 2:00 p.m. in 
the· University Center Theatre. . 
The Learned Ladies is a five-act 
comedy in verse set in the 17th Cen-
~ tury Louis XIV period of France. It 
· · is a pungent satire of the era's con· 
';ceited bourgeoisie. Moliere ·centers 
lJiis sharp wit ·primarily on the 
1'. .. emancipated" women of his time, 
. who·have chosen to devote their lives 
entirely to "the nobler pleasures" of 
study and philosophy. 
This production is directed by ·. 
, .Barbara Kay, Director of Theatre at 
'. Edgecliff College. Ms. Kay last 
l directed the Players in Bus Stop in 
11974. 
~·: Bill Braun, a January Xavier 
s~grad~ate, designed the picturesque, 
-'~inult1-level set and also acts as 
k'Jighting designer and technical direc-
!tor. His set is a variation of the one 
\\µ'~ in the Players'. production of 
['~!.£.hard ///.and will .be adapted for . 
jl~pconung mu .. cal Babe• in 
~ · .... 
·· !frlie story involves Chrysale, "a 
· · · ber of a good bourgeois fami-
lh".! who . has two· daughters, Ar-
. mande and Henriette. Armande is a 
Moliere lampoons· several of his 
contemporaries, . singling: out ~is 
worst enemy in ·the charactei 
Trissotin. In one scene, Trissotin 
swoons his audience of iearned 
women with a reading of his sonnet, 
"Ode to Princess Uraine upon Her 
Fever.", 
Moliere continues his attack upon 
the . learnecL ladies Armande, 
Philamin.te and .Belise, Philaminte's 
sister: These ladies loudly proclaim 
their distaste for the "animal part" of 
their souls, . which part they then 
proceed to exercise. Armande still 
desires Clitandre's love and refuses 
to help him in his attempts to change 
; J?carned Lady, one who has decided 
'tQ. :"marry philosophy"' Henriette, 'jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
'«)n the other hand, seeks a husband, ' 
i('.litlndre. Unfortunately, Armande 
I was once a belle of Clitandre and 
: i•w'Clesires his affections. 
' }.' ~ --~ . 
; Uclirysale, meanwhile, has· been 
~~m)jelle~ by his w~fe Philamin~e to 
:consent to the marnage of H4lnriette 
tO the poet Trissoten. Clitandre has 
n<> ,wealth or position and is in low 
\favor with Philaminte. Chrysale, 
·enraged at being so manipulated by 
his wife (but powerless to do anything 
'about . it), confides in his brother .. 
:'Afilte. Suddenly, Philaminte I . . . . . . 
ilttempts to have Henriette and 
'risliotin wed the very night of the an-
o u n cement. Chrysale then 
' · · 'llenges Philaminte at last, and 
... e show is brought to a finish with a 
ae.~~tful surprise endir,tg. 
r.~,,, ." .. 
, 1111111 a. 11n 
A R~li1ious Society 
. For the Foreian Missions 
2104 St. Michael St.) Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/(513) 921-1176 
We all know how to make love, but have you ever loved as a 
Christian? Would you like to love not one, but all mankind? Are you bold· 
enough to devote yQur life to loving God's poorest and most rejected, as-
. a missionary? A Verona Father? 
For further information write: 
Fr. Ken. 
2104 St. Michael St. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45204 
1-513-921-1176 
the situation into which he has been 
drawn. Belise believes that any man 
she meets immediately falls 
hopelessly in love with her, and she 
makes no secret of her belief. 
Philaminte 110 dominates her fearful · 
husband Chrysale that he is helpless 
against her. 
The show features Matt Diehl in 
the role of Chrysale, the henpecked 
husband; Patty Davidson as 
Philaminte, his domineering wife; 
Norah Cusick as· Armande and 
Cathy Kvapil as Belise, the Learned 
Ladies. Shari Stewart will play 
Henriette. Kevin Ryan is Ariste, 
Chrysale's crafty brother, and 
Joseph .Mock portrays Clitandre, 
Henriette's beleaguered suitor. Mary 
Barnhorn is.Martine, a servant of the 
household discharged by Philaminte 
for using improper grammar in the 
house. 
Admission to the show is free 
upon presentation of an X.U. ID. 
· For non-students, prices are $2.SO 
for adultlland $1.SO for children. For 
more information, call the Xavier 
Players at 745-3939. 
Jim Barton 
START YOUR LIFETIME DUET 
WITH A MATCHED ENGAGEMENT 
AND WEDDING RING SET 
so·Jong singlenees.lt's going to be the two 
· of you together. So why shouldn't your rings 
be as well matched as you. We'll show you 
a dazzling variety of matched engagement and 
wedding ring sets. And help you choose rings 
exquisitely made for each other. Like you 
were meant for each other. 
STUDENT 
CHARGE 
ACCOUNTS 
INVITED 
SPECIAL .. 
\4 Carat Diamond ...••.... 195 
1/2 Carat Diamond . . . • . • • . • 295 
1 Carat Diamond· ••••••.•• 495 
DISCOUNT 
TO ALL 
XAVIER 
STUDENTS 
605 Race Street 
Cincinnetl, Ohio 
tel: &21·0704 0 
Muskies bring it to the '."!ire, . 
squeak past NKU, Transylvania 
i 
J' 
Matmen win 1·inale 
against Dayton30-24 
By RON HARPER displayed by the Musketeers. In a The Muskies pulled out a thriller / 
By TERRI .KRAEMER seconds of the match. (This hold is il-
Sporta Edllor legal in college competitioD.) ·· . 
"Dayton's · wrestlers look li~e . Constantly over-powering his op-
they're struggling for a glass of water ponent, Dexter Carpenter ( 14~). 
in the desert, to'getto the outside cir- pulled Dayton's To~ Baker bac~ m-
cle .. commented a fan, as the x.u. side the boundary hne for the pm. 
ma'tmen defeated Dayton 30-24, in Carpenter's pin put Xavier in the 
their final match last Saturday, lead 15-12. 
before the home crowd. · Following Carpenter's footsteps, 
Xavier totally dominated the Jeff McGrath (15); pinned Nohman 
match, as proven by the Dayton Meligi ·in 3:54. This pin compensated 
wrestlers, each of whom str~ggled for Xavier's forfeit in the n~xt (158) 
for outside the boundary hne to class, and X.U. was still in the lead 
catch their breath. .. . • . 21-18. . . 
This attempt to "get away d1dn t The only Xavier loss of the day 
hinder the Muskie tea~, and X.l). came as Ken Bowman (167) fell to 
won 6 of t~e 7 weight classe~ Dayton's D.oug Wilson. 
wrestled. . . For the lasnime, Dayton led 21-
The match began with a score of 6- 24. · 
12, in Dayton's favor, due to the Jim Schulien (1.77), who's been 
forfeiting of both teams; improving in great strides since the 
Pat Mogavero (134), led the way season began, defeated Dayton's 
with a takedown, and continually Mike Pagnotta 4-0, and the score 
applied the pressu,re throughout the . was tie 24-24 .. 
three periods to defeat Gary Roberts After a warning for stalling, 
6-1. Roberts' only point was due to Dayton's Tom Novis was taken to a 
the aggressiveness of Mogavero, as 
he attempted a full-nelson in the last Malmen lo page 8 
JU 
,..8,, 
. --· 
Newa lporta writer highly competitive .same the t~a!'1 
showed it has what 1t takes to wm m 
The scene was desperate in close situations. 
·Schmidt Fieldhouse last Wednesday. In our newly acquired rivalry, 
when Nick Daniels flung his last- N.K.U. matched our !~cal talent. 
second effort in the general direction Norsemen Bettis, Ryan, Wilson, and 
of the basket. Doellman are all from Cincinnati. 
On the receiving end of the short However, Dale Haarman ~as too 
shot, Steve Spivery was in. perfect much.for the other locals with 20 
position to lay the ball in with on~ se- points .and IO rebounds. 
cond .remaining in the contest. The · "It was more than another game; 
·basket.cost Northern Kentuckya67 we know these guys and they.really 
- 65 loss. · · thought they could beat us," said 
"I didn't know what to expect. I Nic;k Daniels. . 
looked up and the bait' was there," But the Norsemen will have to 
said the leaping Spivery. "What can I wait until next year for another shot 
say? Me and Nick work together." at the Muskies. 
This was one of the best efforts • • • 
What's· Happening in Sports 
BASKETBALL 
Mar. s (Sat.) University of Dayton HOME(8:00) 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Mar. 3-S. Cedarville College Away 
(Thur.-Sat.) State Tourney 
RIFLE.TEAM 
·Mar. S (Sat.) Morehead HOME(l2;00) 
RUGBY 
Mar. S (Sat.) University of Dayton HOME (1:00) 
.. ~ Family brewers for more than 200 years. 
THE STROH BREWERY COMPANY, DETROIT, M_ICHIGAN £ I ~76 
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Monday night over Transylvania 74 / 
- 73 in over-time. ' 
· Blowing an apparently safe JS 
point lead, t~e . over-confident 
Muskies lost· their composure and 
took Transylvania too lightly to.give 
X. U. fans a real scare. 
With the score tied, senior Tony 
Hubbard went to the, line· with 33 
seconds to go in the game but was 
unable to connect, and 'th~ . game 
went into overtime. . · · 
The extra period was not without 
its exciting moments. The Pioneers 
took a two-point advantage 
throughout most of the overtime un-
til Nick Daniels decided he wanted 
his share of the spotlight. With l: 18 
remaining, Nick put the Mus·kies 
ahead by one for a short"period, but 
Transylvania tied the contest at 73. 
Coach Baker·called time out to set 
up the play that would bu·ry the 
Pioneers. · 
With 18 seconds to go iii the over-
time period; Daniels went flying to 
the bucket and Was fouled ·OD the . 
_play. "I just wanted to make the first 
one," said Daniels. "I knew we had 
this game won." · _ 
Daniels hit 'his first attemptJ>ut. 
- missed· the second one. What now? 
Pressure defense all over the court 
denied Transylvania another shot as 
time ran out with the Muskies win-
ning 74 - 73. 
The Nationally ranked Detroit 
Titans dumped the Muskies for a se-
cond time, 91 - 66 in Detroit. This 
leaves the Muskies with a 9- 14 mark 
on the season. 
Women's ll\IJ 
B-ball opens 
By MICHELLE .TOCORZIC 
New1 IM Reporter , 
Thursday, February 24 saw the 
opening of the· Women's Intramural 
Basketball league. This season, there 
. are ten teams in two different 
· divisions, with the winners in each 
division playing one another to 
determine the championship later in 
the semester. . 
In action last Thursday, Shea's 
Shooters, led by Peggy Shea wit~ 12 
points, beat the Basket Cases m a 
close game 24 - 23. Mary Ann 
McKay had 2·1 pts. for the losers. 
The Ball Handlers defeated the Lef-
tovers 16 - IO, six points coming 
from both Kathy Dermody and 
Karen Lewis for the ·winners. 
Husman 2-west's Wing of Fire, 
behind Frances Merrill's 11 points, 
overcame a tough team · in the 
Benchwarmers, 31 - 22. Ann Langill 
scored 18 points. for the 
Bench warmers. 
In the final game, Katie Pearson's 
· IO points guided her team to a 12 ~ 8 
victory over Xavier's Angels. Kim 
Kukelski, a four year participant in 
Intramural basketball, had four 
points for the · Angels .. This is a 
· special accomplishment for Khn, as 
· these were the· first points she has 
ever scored. 
· •The women's teams play each 
··Thursday night in ·the fieldhouse at 
· 8:45 p.m'. · 
HA88AN MOTORS, INC. 
38,3 MONTGOMIERV ROAD 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 41Sa1a 
1131-11900 
10% OFF 
on all service arid parts lo 
X.U. students and faculty 
with identification cards. 
Xavier News 
·. CentE!'r ·reopens MarCh 7; gym damaged by vandals 
By GREG GOOLSBY ' 78°. Th' f t t - - ' 1 h ·- 'fi L' .. ' .. · h . d .·· . d II . d . New1 Bl8ff Writer · • ts, o course, was o mee our ·opemng soon, a t ough spec1 1c . me pamtmg a been done earlier that stu ents must ca one ay pnor 
In an interview with Jim K hi cutback . requirement~ during · the·· · ·dates are sti!I uncertain. B~ueneman in the day and the intruders tracked to th.e day of desired use t.o .reserve 
O'C S · C a er,_ energy crises. The closmg has caused feels the entire complex will be fully . the courts for one hour periods. One· 
M onnor d tportsf omple~ Pool a water safety class to meet in operational by" April 1 and certainly it over the new court surface as they important change should be noted: anager a es o re-openmg and 1 d' h · · ran about in the dark. The contrac-t ' d' d c assrooms . to tscuss tee mques, after students return from Easter O'Connor card numbers must be ru es were tscusse . d · h b 11 d • · ting .firm responsible for the. security . . 1 0 . d. t .. h . an no one as. een a owe to use Break," commented Brueneman. dbl d. . d given when reservmg handba 1 
K hpl enmhg lad et aor .t el pbool, said the building for any classes. Vandalism in the ·new gym on the breach ·assume ame an mcurre courts. This is a departure from the 
· a er, s ou entat1ve y e March . . . the expense of cleanup costs. f . 1 I'd 7. In keeping with first semester Prograinsscheduledforthespring mghtof 24 Feb;~usedhghtdamage Students sh()uld be aware of the procedure 0 usmg on~ vat stu-
policy, a 25 cent fee will be char ed semester (as·reported in the 17 Feb. to t~e floors which has now been reservations system ·to be used in d~nt, faculty orstaffl.D. ~attheten­
at the door for tho£e not havin g an issue of the News) will be scheduled repaired. Brueneman speculates that connection with the.handball courts. ms court~ of the North Ca.mpus L.ot. 
O'Connor card. 1 D , t g b . as staff and building . requirements unkno~n pers<!ns entered the com- ~eservat1ons can be. made by calling pres nt d · · s mus e permit plex via the unlocked fieldhouse · It will operate in the same way as the either 745-3208 or 745-3209, the F~r ~udents wishing to purchase To ~omplete our enquiry into the bridge and proceeded to the gym. tennis court reservations system in Sports Center number. 
new. O'Connor cards for the second O'Connor Complex, some questions 
semester, prices are reduced from were· directed toward Anthony 
. $5.00 to $3.50 for undergraduates, B~ueneman, C~mpus Activities 
facµlty and staff due to closings fore- Director, concernmg the new gym 
ed ·by C.G.&E. curtailments. and handball courts. 
Graduate students and undergrads 
who haven't paid an activities fee will 
~lso be charged a reduced price of 
$13.00. This is a $7.00 reduction 
from first semester's fee. All alumni 
and faculty memberships will be ex-
tended for two months from the ex-
piration date on their respective 
No specific date has been set for 
formal dedication ceremonies yet, 
although they should be held some 
time during May. This will not affect 
the student opening dates, which· 
should be substantially sooner. 
Opening d~tes. for the handball 
courts are contingent · upon the 
arrival and installation of carpets for 
the ante-room adjacent to the courts. 
"As soon as the carpet is down, the 
kids can use the courts," said 
Brueneman. A bad run of the first · 
carpet at the Dalton, Ga. mill set 
back the opening day until March 7, 
the same date of pool re-opening. 
The second floor lounge should be 
opened on March 15. 
Rio Grande· Redwomen smash 
XU.'s women B-ballers 75-53 
cards. 
This is the last semester un-
dergrads will be charged for admit-
tance either in the form of an O'Con-
nor card fee or the 25 cent visitor's 
fee. · 
When asked ·why the pool has 
been closed during the month of 
February, Kahler stated that the pre-
sent .temperature of the water is 60 
degrees, down 18° from the normal 
Xavier sends 
.two wrestlers 
·to regionals 
By ROGER ROSENTHAL 
. New1 Sporle Writer 
. Slippery Rock may be a joke to 
football fans around the co.untry, 
but to Pat Mogavero and Jeff 
McGrath of the Xavier wrestling 
team, it could be the start to 
something. big .. 
You see, that's where the regionals 
are being held this weekend, and if 
the two grapplers of Coach Jim ·. 
· Bergman can come out of there with 
flying colors, there will be a chance 
(or National hpnors. Two· other 
team members, Dexter carpenter 
(142) and heavyweight Al Owens 
were disqualified for competing in 
the regionals because of their grade 
point average. 
Coach Bergman has been there 
before, and he explained what it's 
like. "You go there to do your best 
and you think you may do the job." 
For Jeff McGrath, a freshman out 
of .st. Xavier, it will be a new ex-
perience. 
"I'll take it in stride and try to win 
of course, but really, it's just another 
match," comments Mc Grath. 
McGrath points out his main ad-
vantage in wrestling is his leverage. 
His teammate Pat Mogavero has 
another story. 
· The junior from Roger Bacon will 
be dropping down a weight class 
from the usual 134 pound to the 126 
pound class. · 
However, he seems . optimistic. 
"Last year I wrestled at 126 and was 
8.- I, and I think my strength will be 
my biggest asset. rll be stronger than 
the normal 126 pounders," explain-
ed Mogavero. 
"I've improved a lot from last 
year, and I think I can handle those 
that beat me," he added. · 
Also adding a little i!'lcentive will 
be a small wager .between Bergman . 
and Mogavero. "He's gpt confidence 
in me, but he's doing it for me to 
work that much harder. I need the 
cash," Pat explained. 
Coach Bergman had some en-
couraging words for both men. 
"Jef((McGrath) has the freshman 
blues, because he'll be going against 
older more experienced guys, but 1 
think' he's won his last 5 or 6 matches 
in a row, so he's coming off a good 
end of the season." 
As to Mogavero, Bergman ex-
plains, "With hi~ dropping a weight 
class, he shouldn't be used to the 
Regionals 'to page 8 
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The new J.M. gym should also be 
By ROGER ROSENTHAL 
News Sport• Writer 
Birthdays are to be· ·happy· oc-
casions· but Saturday at Schmidt 
Fieldhouse before a small but vocal 
.following, the Redworrten of Rio 
Granae destroyed XU women's 
basketball team by a score of7S- 53. · 
You see, it was Sheila Connelly's 
birthday but the Redwomen didn't 
bring an appropriate present. · 
Led by Margaret Hammond's 23 
points, the game was never in doubt 
after the opening 20 minutes. 
The visitors held a two point lead 
at the half, but came out smoking in 
the second stanza, and built leads up 
to 20 points. 
It took the Muskie women almost 
5 minutes to put in their first points 
in the second half, and Rio Grande 
took advantage of it. 
. The Muskies under . Laurie 
Massa's coaching were led in scoring · 
by "evin Maloney who pumped in 
18 points, while teammate Katy 
Stratman added 11. 
Musketeer forward Teri Fister, 
who fouled out midway through the 
second half, had a game-high of 18 
rebounds. 
Coach Massa had some thoughts 
about the game ·afterwards, "We 
definitely need work on man-on-
man ·defense. Offensive,y, we were 
0.K. but we were a little sloppy!' 
One added sidelight to the game 
was Rio Grande's Deb Seay, a 
graduate of Princeton High School, 
was enraged with the-referees, and was 
slapped with a double-technical foul. 
The Muskie women will compete 
in the state tournament which starts 
today at Cedarville College. They 
are scheduled to play Oberlin at 8:00 
a.m. and if they win, they will battle 
an undetermined team tonight. If 
they lose, they will also play tonight. 
In otherwards, .if the Muskies can 
win at least one, they will continue 
into Friday's round, whereas a dou-
ble loss today eliminates them from 
the tournament. · 
. Your last 2 year$. of college 
can be your first 2 years of management. 
This summer, you can begin 2. years of 
management education to complement your 
;college degree program. Th~n, . upon gradua-
tion, enter a position of instant management 
· re~·p9nsibility. A.,~ ~n.:qfficerj:q"the active 
: Army or Reserves. The A'rmy 'ROTC 
.2~yea:r program starts wit~ 6 weeks of 
summer training .at Fort Knox, Ky. With 
pay (over $500). : 
You'll learn what it takes to be a soldier 
. - tQ have your body toughened, your con-
fidence developed. 
Do well and you can· qualify for Army 
ROTC courses in the fall/Do. exceptionally 
well, and you m·ay· he he~ding back to ' 
college with a two-year full tuition 
scholarship. · 
For the next 2 years, you'll learn what 
it takes to be an Army officer. You'll be 
challenged both mentally ·and physiCally. 
You'll get the kind of management exper-
ience that will be an asset· to you in any 
career; military or civilian. You'll receive 
··· an extra $100 a month, ·up to 20 months. 
And when. you graduate, you'll have 
.earned your college.degree··afong with the 
gold bars of an Army offi~e~ .. · 
If you'd like to.graduate With 4 years 
of.· college plus _2 years of management, 
apply by April 1 ··for the Army ROTC 
2-year program. 
··ARMY ROTC. 
LEARN WHAT. IT TAKES TO LEAD. 
· To arrange an interview. app_oi:iltment, contact: CAPTAIN ADRIAN $CHIESS, 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45207 
Telephone .745-3646 
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Vigle's persistance-.will give· ~u· a library to brag ·about 
When Mr. John VisJe was appointed director of Xavier's Mc-
Donald Memorial Library S years aao, the library could not pass 
many of the standards set as auidelines by the Association of Colleae 
and Research Libraries. The ACRL, a derivative orpnization of the 
American Library Association, publishes a pamphlet called Stan-
dards for Collese Libraries. AJthoush this auide comments on many 
different aspects of what a library should be, there are three main 
areas to which Jetter srades are assip1ed: library staff, size of collec-
tion, and physical plant. This is a 8elf-evaluation: no outside evalua-
tion team comes to the school. Rather, the staff reads the rec-
commended standards and evaluates itself. Xavier's classification is 
·with 4 year colleses, S year universities offerins MA dearees, and Un-
into 2 "teams" - the reader service team and the teChnical iemce 
team. Vigle feels this will be more efficient since· Xavier's library staff 
is small. · 
Over the past several years, the N~w1 has reported steady proaress 
in librarv improvements. This is remarkable at a time when most 
collese libraries are struulin1 in order just to break even. Mr. Vigle 
sives all the credit to his _staff, saying he just points people in direc-
tions. He seems to have struck the perfect b&Jance between expecting 
miraculous sains overnight, at one extreme, and believing it can't be 
done at the other. With the patience and penistence of Vigle and his 
staff, and the continued support of the administration, Xavier will 
one day have a library to brag about. 
PC iversities offerins no more than 3 PhD desrees. · 
The ACRL recommends that 6% of the University budpt so to N f • f d •t • 
the library.· Xavier's library receives about 3.1% of the total budget. .orma 1ve. ra. I IOD. 
AJthoush this fisure seems discourasins. Viale ~nds encouraaement . · • • . · . i~ the/act th~t "We're.makin1proaressata_timewhen°;lost~0Ue1e . vague cr1ter1a for chanoe. 
bbrar1es are Just treacbng water." He commends the Un1vers1ty ad- · . . · e 
ministration for its support_. As for the budget, Viale comments that Archbishop Bernardin spent conslderable time during his talk last 
"I always get almost wh!lt I ask for. They (the administration) are try- . Tuesday· discussing the issue of women · in the priesthood. 
"ins; I certainly don't feel nealected. Next year the book bu.dget will be Acknowledging the difficult nature of any such discussion, he defend- . 
more than double of what it was when I came." ed Pope Paul's recent statements from the· viewpoint of "normative 
Just a few years aso, Xavier's library didn't even earn a "basically tradition" in the Church. This tradition, said Bernardin, goes beyond. 
good" mark of C. Today, with 210,000 volumes, a solid.B, Xavier is any sociological/ cultural norm to include the tradition of Christ's 
only S0,000 volumes away from the 260,000 volumes needed for an A. teaching. He also mentioned the priestly tradition of . Christ as 
Quantity only is rated, not quality. "model'' saying this did, not presuppose female iriferiority. . 
There have never been any official comparative studies done to set While not wishins to simplify an admittedly arduous adjustment 
quality standards, but Vigle feels our collection is of high quality. for the Roman Chu~ch, one can identify areas in these arpments 
Xavier's librarians are currently studying the listing of significant which suuest the type of "faulty reasoning" which the Archbishop 
titles in.Books for College Libraries and orderinseverythingwedon't .referred .to as a thing of the past. · · . · . 
have. They are also urging faculty members to· build a core coll~ction Almost any change could be denied by pleading the vasue criteria 
in their subject area. of the Church's normative tradition. The vernacular wo~ld be one ex-
.. Xavier earns an A- rating in physical plant. It misses the perfect A ample. If one were. to ~ec:ct· th'e no~ ~ro~ the pait, one would be 
because there are no enclosed areas for aroup study, and the staff fo~cc;d to argue a~amstlts implementation 1n the Church_ today. Yet, 
work areas are crowded. The staff currently rates a C;_it will rate close this is a case which demanded a respectful break from the norm. 
to a B by September. We have 8 full-time, professional librarians; 12 · In the case of female ordination neither element of normative trad1-
are needed for an A. There is also a need for clerks: Xavier has 6; 10- tion as defined by Bernardin is challenged. Such a change would in · 
11 are needed. fact conform with the sociolosical/ cultural norms of our time. One is . 
90% 9f the new volumes are selected by faculty, in support of-the hard-pressed fo see how Roman tradition in this. area is more · . 
. curriculum. The library committee, consistins off acuity and students stringent or· more binding than its counterpart in other Christian · 
and chaired bC Dr. Bonvillain, is "setting an awful lot done." sects. . . . . . . 
This year the· library's S major departments will be consolida~ed Christ's teaching, the second of Bernardin's elements, never denies 
··. J • · b. ·• · · ·• · d women the privilese ·or ordination. With no scriptural evidence that· 
. : . esu1t. 0 . ~ect1ves promote t~e"ordination of women is. imp~rmissable, one is compelled to con-
. · . · · . · . · . sider Paul's words, "There 1s neither male or female among you, nor through· Free University J~w.~orGreek ... "andpondertheirimplicationsinthecontemporary 
. s1tuat1on. 
A recent photo in the New York Times showed students clustered The role of women as we understand it may be ari .American and 
around a dismembered bicycle. The caption read "Students given northern European phenomenon. Pope Paul may not be exposed to 
credit for real-world problem solvins ... " The University of Michipn · the capable, educated women we have in our land and as head of an 
at Ann Arbor is offering a full fledged course in bicycle mechanics. international body . may be advising delay so as not to force 
No one will araue the validity of knowina how to fix your bike or an unthinkable circumstance on nations which are not ready for it. 
your car. Universities the size of Michigan can afford to include such . But the Archbishop should certainly be attuned to the chanies in 
·courses in their curriculum. But a Xavier student can never hope to women's societal role. 
receive credit for pursuing such interests. We have neither the funds There may be reason for postponing the ordination of women until 
nor faculty to initiate such courses. the relatively r~cent developments in women's thinking have had a 
The Free University, sponsored by Breen Lodge, fills the gap chance to evolve more completely and to explore many of the 
between student interests and the university budget. This admirable . questions the women's movement has just started asking. But one 
group effort annually assembles a selection of self help and enrich;. never hears this argumentation; rather, those in a position to make 
ment classes, taught by those who have a special/ orte and are willing public explanations argue normative tradition and Christ as model. 
to share it. with others. Giving the courses iit this format prevents· The issue of women in the priesthood does not seem to be one that . 
argumantation of whether or not they merit accreditation. the Church can avoid. While attempting to avert the tunnel vision 
In a very concrete way the Free University reaches toward the ob- syndrome as described by Be_rnardin, and while enthusiastically sup-
jectives Xavier promotes as a Jesuit institution. These· courses porting redefinition of the female role iii ministry, one must wonder 
"develop and equip" students for.a "mature, intelligent, and richly why women's ministry need be defined differently than men's at all, 
human response to contemporary life." We thank the organizers for ·and why the ordination of women cannot .be recognized as a 
their hard work and encourage students to reap the benefits. legitimate goal f~r the Church, when the time is right. 
. . . ·™M 
Brueneman blasts 
lack of 
student maturity 
5!0Urts and hands me the keys. "I 
wish you luck ... they say they're not 
leaving." Postpone meeting and 
proceed to courts; · 
"I want to know why .. :these 
courts are dry?" Yes, but the two 
One of the staff members stopped courts at the · end are wet, and 
by to tell me that the Tennis Courts without an attendent, people will 
were wet and full of people pl&ying. play on them as they just were. "Well · 
Since the surface will mar if played #%"*% it's just ·not fair." Exit dis-
on. while wet I called the Court gruntled students. · 
Supervisor ... he's not 'in.. As we climb the stairs toward the 
· I dial security and asked that the .North Campus· lot ... a female, 
courts be ·cleared. Senior, student twice chimes in wfth 
Within the half hour I receive a "Let's go back to the dorms and 
return call "It's going to be fairly dif- break some windows." 
ficult for securi.ty to keep people off A few feet further on I pass the 
the courts when the gate's open." I North Campus Lot ffuard 
agree, someone must have opened H 1 · · 'd f ouse ... ymg on 1ts st e ... roo 
the lock. The Men's Intramural off ... pushed over again. 
A~:iistant is here now ... I'll send him Anthony Brueneman 
over to clear the courts. Director _ Campus Activities 
Meanwhile I learn that Mrs. M., . 
?Ur secretary has received a blister- Bro Pryor's ·work 
mg phone call about the courts from • , 
a male student. His choice of WOrth a 100d )OOk 
vocabulary does not exude maturity. · 
I call his room ... he's not in'. For those of you who have as of 
Student assistant returns from yet not.seen Brother Pryor's exhibit 
in the Main Lobby of the.University · 
Center I recommend that you . run 
(do not walk) over and see it im-
mediately. The quality and quantity 
of the work is staggering. Little did I 
realise that such a talent was at hand. 
Tomorrow will be the last day of the 
show ... do yourselfa favor and see it. 
Anthony J. Brueneman Ill 
Director of Campus Activities 
Ch,erleaders .rap 
XU fan apathy 
We would like to express our com-
plete surprise· at the lack of spirit 
among Xavier's student ·body .. The · 
team's trying and the presence and . 
support of the fans is critical for the 
·team to play with the intensity that 
·we'd all like to see. · 
. The fans play a huge role in any · 
team victory (or loss). The team will 
lose · its home court advantage if 
there is no substantial team support. 
O.K., we're not nationally ranked, 
but we are still trying like hell to win 
LMM 
every game. 
We as cheerleaders try hard to eic-
. cite the maddening crowds to cheer 
the team on - yet we get nothing!· 
It's hard for us to. keep enthusiasm 
when we look at apathetic fans. 
The only way we can beat Dayton 
and Miami is with an overwhelming 
honie court advantage: 
CHEER - YELL - GO WILD 
BE THERE! 
. Hopefully, 
·The Xavier Cheerleaden 
Thanks to News 
. for clarification. 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to thank the News for 
informing the students of the present 
status of the suspect apprehended 
earlier. this year. I have been in-
formed that he is still incarcerated. 
Unfortunately, my sourceii, includ-
ing X.U. security, were misinformed 
or misleading in proving my infor-
mation. 
Jack Diamond 
.Hr.Prftlld@nt~~r-~~~~~~~~.--~~~~~~-=--~....:-~~~~~~~~..--~~.;._~~-----. 
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Council of A & S- prepares for N. Central evaluation 
By MARTIN SHIODENHELM 
NeW9 Sgft Writer 
Next year Xavier University will 
be evaluated by the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Secon-
dary Schools, a process which occurs 
every ten years. Jn preparation for 
this visit, every department and 
program of the University must un-
dergo a self-study and submit this 
study to its Dean for evaluation. In 
the College of Arts and Sciences, the 
Council of the College of Arts and 
· Sciences will play· a major role in this 
process. 
Although in its third year of ex-
istence as the Council ·of the College 
of Arts and Sciences, the Council, 
like so many other university com-
- . 
mittees. is not well known among the President of the University - Fr. 
students at Xavier. · Mulligan - . wanted the Board to 
The Council was formerly the.Arts assume an advisory role and also to 
and Science Planning Board, screen Arts and Sciences College 
organized in 1972 by Fr. John proposals being submitted to BUGS 
Felten, then Dean of the college of - the Board of Undergraduate 
Arts and Sciences, as a forum for, as Studies. It is at this time· that the 
Felten puts it, "brainstorming." Planning Board became the Council 
The Planning Bbard consisted of of the College of Arts and Sciences 
the Dean (ex officio chairman), the and was formalized into a standing 
Assistant Dean, and one member University committee. In its new and 
from each department of the semi -·juridical function, proposals 
College. According to Felten, the . voted down by ihe Council do· not 
Planning Board did not vote on any reach BUGS; proposals passed by 
specific issues; rather it discussed the Council are submitted to BUGS. 
and presented ideas of common.in- · Since 1975 the Council has been 
terest to. the College such as riew 
courses,· new programs, etc. 
Two years after its inception, the · 
Senate Book Buy Back 
realizes $220 profit 
By JOAN KOHORST 
NMn8gHWrtter 
During the week of January 17. 
through 21, Karen Kraft; together 
with a staff of five, held the Student 
Senate Book Buy Back. Starting 
with a loan of $1500 from the Stu-
dent Government Financial Board, 
the group bought books, marked 
thi:m up .ten percent an<I ~hen .re-sold 
them ending up with a profit of$220, 
which exceeded last year's amount. 
Senate Meeting 
According to Kraft, the main 
difference in this year's sale was that 
they had a list of the books being 
used from the booksto". 
The profit goes back to.the Finan-
cial Board to pay off the debt in-
curred in September's book buy 
back. Due to this year's success, 
plans are .~ing made to expand the 
sale by increasing the loan .. !1,nd 
amount of books to be bought. : . · 
,,.J' 
·Election rules discussed-~ 
' ' ' . . ·' 
candidate debates slated·. 
By ED MURRA\' 
New1 Sen•I• A1porter 
On Monday, March I, Student 
Senate met to discuss various topics 
inCtuding an election committee 
report and proposals, a concert com-
mittee report and a report from the 
financial board. 
The election committee is prepar-
ing for Student Government elec-
tions to be held March 17 and 18. 
The committee is striving to make 
this election run smoothly by enfor-
cing all rules, regulations and 
penalties, in order that the com-
paigns will be fair for everyone. This 
includes the campaign Finance rule 
. that states.a candidate must, within 5 
days of the election, turn in an 
. itemized report· on his· campaign 
~.spending or he will be disqualified. 
' Petitions for the 8 Student Senate 
and 2 executive offices will be 
(available at the Information Desk in 
~the University'Center, after March 4. 
They must be returned to the lnfor-
;mation Desk by March 11. 
/ Here is a tentative election week 
. schedule: There will be a meeting for 
all candidates on March 13 at 7:00 
p.m. in the OKI room. This meeting 
is-.required so all candidates will un-
derstand the campaign . rules and 
regulations. The campaign officially 
starts after the meeting. . 
there was a 22% voter turnout. He 
asked for volunteers to work on· a 
committee that would help the elec..: 
tions committee "get out the vote". 
Scallr.tta stated that his committee' 
would like to work out 3 ideas with 
the XU News including an interview, 
asking for ad space to help'get out 
the vote and making signs and 
posters. Senator Scalletta hopes to 
increase voter participation by 50%. 
Chairman of the concert com-
mittee, Tom Bertone, reported that a 
concert featuring Emmy Lou Harris 
and Leo Kottke will be held at the 
Fieldhouse on Friday, March n, at 8 
p.m. Tickets may be purchased 
across from the grill starting March 
4, and at Ticketron. Prices will be 
$6.00 at the grill, $6.50 at Ticketron 
and $7.00 on the dayoftheconcert. 
Mr. Tom Callahan reported to the 
Financial Board asking.the Senate to 
"get some more programming go-
·ing" because "a surpltis.ofmoney" is 
available at t~is time. 
Correction 
' . . . 
composed of the Dean (chairman), 
the Assistant Dean,· department 
chairmen of the College, designated 
members of the Faculty Committee, 
and three student representatives. 
In an interview, Fr. Joseph · 
Angilella, Dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences and chairman of 
the Council, commented that he felt 
the predominant role of the Council 
was to advise, with a lesser emphasis 
on voting. Angilella's opinion is that 
administrative and managerial 
matters should not go before the 
whole Council but should be dealt 
with by the Dean and the depart-
On Monday, March 14, there will 
be an eve.ning debate between the 
Presidential and Vice Presidential 
Candidates. Tuesday afternoon a 
discussion • debate for all Senate 
candidates in Alter Hall. Wednesday 
evening there will be a second debate 
between the . executive candidates. 
Thursday, March 17,and Friday 18, 
are the elections. 
Last week the News stated that 
the money for the operation of 
Tucker's Tavern comes from Jim 
Downy's stafrs "own pockets." 
However, the News has learned 
that Tucker's receives sufficient 
operating funds from Shamrock 
Services and that Mr. Thomas 
Stadtmiller. Business Manager. 
might consider allotting ·more 
money to the tavern ifit can make a 
forger profit in the future. From the 
administration Tuckers has receiv-
ed $1200 in stereo equipment and 
from Shamrock, $50 in records. 
The money from Downy's staff was 
used tO build the audio control 
booth in the middle of the tavern. 
AVAILABLE AT SWALLEN'S 
Senator Dave Scalletta reported 
to the Senate that in the last election 
·Thureuy, M•n:h 3, 1177 
ment chairman. 
Regarding the North . Central 
Association evaluation, the Council 
will begin it~ review of the depart• 
ment and program self-studies fo late 
March and will finish by April 8. The 
reviewed self-study of the entire . 
College will then go to Fr. Francis 
Brennan (Academic Vice-President) 
and the University Review Board. 
Angilella stressed that it is impor-
tant thafthese reviews be more than 
just an administrative act. Instead, 
they should form a study which 
results from aJJd reflects much in-
volvement. 
Page 7 
Tlltt Beck Pegtt is a free classified section 
vailable to students, faculty, and stall of 
avier University. Ads should not exceed 
wenty words and must be submitted in 
riling to ·the Nttws office c/o Tiie Beck 
age no later than the Sunday preceding 
ublication. Sorry, no ad o,yill be repeated 
nless resubmitted. 
New Orfice hours: 2 -4 PM, Monday through Fridoy. 
Rick Hulefeld 
Shirley: Congratulations on your breakthrough. Little 
Cindi l.ou Who. 
Happy Birthday, Denise! 
Annie: Th:rnks for the New Year's dinner. KZE 
Sue S.: Help and understanding should be your middl~ 
name. 
Pete: Your gorilla suit is cute, bur Halloween was lasl 
~o~l · 
John - Congratulations on your new life. M.L. 
D.G. and R.H.: Saw you Saturday night, looking too 
cute. 
Pct ii:: What time did you bring our mother home Sat? 
fl211' 
John H.: The Liltlc Prince wanted a sheep- I wanted a 
friend. The essential things are in\'isiblc to the eye. 
John, John, and John: Maybe you should lock your 
door. A concerncc.J friend. 
Shannon: you're we!Come. H2W 
Pete: Laugh and the world laughcs with you, cry and 
your mascara will strl'ak. 
'congratulations Wing of Fire - Great Game! S."S. 
E.C.: A,B,C,D,E,F,G, ...... X.Y,Z: M.E.H. 
Dear Mother Superior: I think some of the nuns have 
gone AWOL 
Gail: Nice telephone system you have .. 
. N.8.: Is there a hole in your moccasin'! 
Dear Tony; The nuns of H2W prny for you nightly. 
M.S. 
Happy Birthday, Blackwell; Ernie, Ed, Sue. Julie! 
You're not getting better, you're getting older. S.R. 
·M.H.: I am not vulgar. E.C. 
Doc: You make me feel like. , , H2W 
Klutch: \\/hen you drink do. you see triplets or 
quadruplets? Miss Clarabelle. 
E.C,: I am not catty. 
Bye Wabbit. 
· Kathy: Keep on passing that bottle around! 
Joe: Thank you for the roses. E.M. 
Doc: I've got your hat - if'you want it back meet me at 
C - Time tonight at 12:43. Lolita. 
Dear Staff: Thanx bunches. lthinkl'm here to stay.•• 
·Sue: Who said popcorn isn't fattening'! Tubs. 
D.D.: Is it wuppertime~ 
Cody: Neddly-pulling-thread, Hand-hitting-face, tree 
limb exists. no belinging-to-you, brown-paper-bag. 
Good luck! 
M.M.: What happened to your old image? 
H.H.: An Epiphenomenon? ... 
Pete: Whatever is mine, is youn. (With lots of excep-
tions). The K. 
Rick: Thank you for your help.•• 
Katy: je mC manquerai de toi l'annce prochaine autant 
que je pleurai a jamais. Maxie. 
Need a ride to Notre Dame. Will help pay for gas. Call 
Jim 3928 
Kissing is great. Hugging is fine. But Campus Couple 
ALL THE TIME?m'!!!!ll . 
D.S.: Where's the ring? 
Beth Streck: Hello! Thanx for being! 
R.P.: Exactly where do you go that late at night? 
Diane: If your camera ever went out in a flash, where 
would you be? 
Linda R: Let us be like two trails ofsmoke in the winter, 
different yet so the •me. 
Barb: How's your life? 
R.M.: Purple plush couch, pink muscle shirt, gaucho 
pants, boots, overalls, king-size water pipe~ wheat 
germ, and hereditary diseases. N.B.. · 
M .. B.B.: Youn lhould be a world of drama - you 
have so much to live and more 10 live. 
Joe: "It's been such a Ions timeand I really do miu your 
smile ... " And you, my friend. 
Nancy: While you care for othero. remember yourself 
al10. 
Beth: carpc deum ... if you throw caution to the wind, 
you mipl learn to Oy. 
Kathy: If you try 10 pick a rose, you may get pricked, 
and it wilts so soon. Stephanie. 
Sue M.: you remind me of a Siamese cat: blue-eyed, 
sleek. and· my11erious. You can rub apinst my lea 
·· anylime. 
It is not the function of the Xavier N'""' to do the 
publicity for committees too inepllodo i1thCmselve1. 
I'm in need of a G,,1,,a/ Biology book. Ninth Edition, 
by Georse B. Noland and William C. Beaver. 521-8749, 
'Kelly. 
Congratulations Rocky, for compleling Cindy's Free 
·U. course: "I Used to Have a Roommate." · 
New Office Hours: 2 - 4 p.m .. Monday thru Friday. 
Rick Hulefeld. 
Hey 0. Glenn, I IAW you in the car, Sal ..... you looked 
too cute. 
Annie: Many thanks for the Chinese dinner, and Hap-
py New Year. K2E 
E. Schmidt: Many thanks for the use of your kitchen 
' and "dining" area. KiE · • 
Bro: Merry Christmas, Happy Easter, the war's over. 
RK. cw 
How much do fuses cosl Pete? 
ALL MALE GALILEAN CARPENTERS: Rep.resent 
Jesus Christ more authenticaily th.an the gang aheady 
ordained. Call for ordination appointment: 721-1532. 
JBL. 
P•I 
Matmen 
from page 4 
near fall before succumbing to Jim 
Janning (190) 4-0. 
The men of Coach Bergman 
pulled ahead once again, 27-24. 
With the outcome of the match at 
stake, heavyweight Al Owens took 
the mat facing Steve Anderson. 
Remembering the home match 
· against Central State, when the score 
· was tied as he took his stance, Owens 
knew he couldn't lose this time. 
Owens immediately took his op-
ponent down and had him scrambl-
ing to get free. After a series of 
several slams, in which Owens com-
pletely picked up Anderson and 
"slammed" him to the' mat, the 
crowd roared and wanted this man 
from Dayton pinned. · 
However, Anderson wasn't to be 
taken lightly, and Owens failed to get 
his shoulder blades to the mat. 
"He was too sweaty and I couldn't 
get hold of him to turh him over," 
Owens later confided. 
. Instead, Owens who weighs 248, 
settled for the win 7-3, over the 
"heavy" from Dayton weighing 159. 
Regionals 
from page 5 
quickness of his opponents, but he'll 
make that up with his strength." 
The coach added, "Hopefully he'll 
lose weight gradually, so it won't 
affect his strength." 
Overall, Bergmari . feels his two 
men have a secret advantage over the· 
rest of the.pack. He noted, "My men 
will be wrestling out of the love for 
the; sport, while their competitors are 
mostly on scholarships." · · 
Mogavero was 13 - 8 during the 
season, while McGrath was 12-7-·J, 
but the season is just beginning. 
Slippery Rock may be a joke, but 
to these two wrestlers, it may be a 
place they won't forget. 
Bernardin 
from ·page 1 
its stance. In the archbishop's point. 
of view, the energy directed consum-
mately towards ordination of 
women would be better spent defin-
ing and expanding the ministry of 
. women in ~he Church. · 
Bernardin's controversial en-
counters with the Presidential can-
didates, Ford and Carter, were 
topics included in the dialogue. ·He 
discussed his struggle (despite the ef-
forts of the· Carter campaign chiefs 
and the White House press corps) to 
prevent the Church from becoming 
entangled in partisan politics or a 
one issue campaign. However, as 
President of the National Catholic 
Conference of Bishops he felt 
responsible to vocalize the Church's 
committment against abortion and 
for human rights. 
·£)The Hudepohl 6rewing Co., 1976 Cincinnati, Ohio 45203 
Alka-Seltzer to conduct 
sampling campaign at )( 
Students at Xavier University can 
-.. obtain a free sample of Alka~Seltzer 
and an opportunity to win one of 
four prizes consisting of $25 in free 
books or cash at the Bookstore 
between the hours of 11 and 4 on 
M!lrch 18, 1977. 
The distributio.n of free samples 
will continue· on several occasions 
throughout the spring semester at 
different locations on campus to in-
sure that every interested student has 
the opportunity to recei.ve a sample. 
PlaybQy's campus representatives 
will be . conducting the sampling 
campaign for .Miles Laboratories, 
the makers of Alka-Seltzer, on more 
than 300 campuses nationwide. The 
sampling activity is only one part of 
[iiJ~~· 
OFTEN END UP L£ADER& 
WHEN lllE.V FOLLOW THE: ~IG>HT PER50N, 
COME:, FOLLOW J£5US CHRIST ' 
AS PRIEST1 BROTHER OR $15TE:R., 
CONTACT": VOCATION OFFIC~ 
544-0 M06LLER AVE". • ROOM 077 
CiNCtNNAT/1 0/.!(0 4-5212. • f/31-0777. 
TO F/NC> our HOW. ·- ·-·· •• 
a nationwide advertising campaign 
to introduce America's college 
students to Alka-Seltzer. 
Senate committee 
meetings planned 
There will be a Student Senate 
Planning Committee meeting on 
Tuesday, March 8, in the Student 
Government Office at 2:30 p.m. 
Thursday, March 10, there will be 
· a Co-op committee meeting in the 
Student Government office at 2:30 
p.m. All interested students are in-
vited to attend . 
RESEARCH 
Thousands of Topics 
Send for your up-to-date, 160-
page, mail order. catalog. Enclose 
·$1.00 to cover postage ·and 
handling. 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
11322 IDAHO AVE., I 206' 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
(213) 477-8474 
Our research papers are sold for 
research purposes only. 
X1vler Niwa 
